


Candy Cane Panel Border 

 

Fabric Requirements: 

Blue: 1 ¾ yards (includes binding) 

White: 1 yard 

Red:  ¼ yard 

Cutting: 

Blue/Navy fabric—for the pieced borders: 

Cut (2) 15” WOF strips, then sub-cut into: 

 (1) 7 x 15 inch rectangle—trim to 7 x 11 

 (11) 3 x 15” units 

 (7) 3 ½” x 15” units 

 (7) 1 ½” x 15” units 

Same Blue/Navy fabric as above—for the solid 

borders: 

Cut (3) 3 ½” and (3) 1 ½” WOF strips. 

Red/Garnet fabric—for the pieced borders: 

Cut (5) 1 ½” WOF strips and sub-cut into; 

 (9) 1 ½” x 15” units. 

White fabric—for the pieced borders: 

Cut (2) 15” WOF strips, then sub-cut into: 

 (12) 3 x 15” units 

 (5) 3 ½ x 15” units 

 (5) 1 ½ x 15” units 

Construction: 

Start with the 7 x 11” blue rectangle and cut a 60 degree angle, starting at the top right corner and ending approximately 1” above 

the bottom left corner.  (See below.)  Follow the guide on your ruler. This is your starting block to insure the correct angle for your 

stripes. 



Piecing the Stripes: 

Your first strip will be a 3” white strip. Make sure you center your strips so that when you trim later you will be have a full 11” 

across.  Notice the dashed vertical lines—strips should overlap these on both sides.  Don’t forget to check both the top and 

bottom corners of the strip. 

Next will be a 3” blue strip. 

Continue adding strips as shown in diagram below (the order of strips repeats) until you have approximately 100” of border, 

at the shortest edge.   Trim the edges of the sewn strips to 11” wide. 

Hint: You might find it more manageable to trim even with the 11” base triangle as you go, every 22”. 

 

Sewing on the Strip Borders: (always measure through the center of the quilt) 

Square up the feature panel. Measure the panels horizontal width  

and cut the pieced border to that measurement. Sew to the bottom of the 

panel. 

Measure the length of the panel, plus the newly added bottom 

border and cut the pieced border to that measurement.  Before 

cutting, you may want to adjust the edge to a pleasing position. 

Sew this cut pieced border to the right side of panel.  

 

Sewing on the Outer Borders: 

Sew the (3) blue 3 ½” strips together at the short ends. Attach the 

left solid border first.  This should be the same measurement of the 

pieced border on the right. 

Measure your quilt top width,  and cut the remaining 3 ½” 

border to the measurement and attach to the top edge. 

Sew the (3) blue 1 ½” strips together at the short ends. Measure, cut and 

sew the right solid border first. 

Measure the quilt top, width, and cut the remaining 1 ½” 

border to the measurement and attach to the bottom edge. 

 

Layer the top with batting and backing and quilt as desired. 

 

Cut remaining blue fabric into (6) 2 ½ inch strips for binding.   Sew on 

binding in your preferred method. 
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